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Wordcloud poll

What is a system? 0 4 7

Interconnected parts
things working together

Holistic interconnect

Interacting elements

well defined boundary

the big picture

response under various si
relationships

principles or procedures

mechanism parts to whole

linking

linked group of processes

linked elements

items working together

interrelated group

interlinked processes

interdependent parts

inter-related parts

feddback

dependencies

connection

Outputs

Flow through



Wordcloud poll

What is your organization’s current approach to
systems thinking?

0 2 7

developed
Failure modes

informal
Know elements but not sys

working to risk communcatuse bowties

physical

people

links not explicit

framework

confused
accountancy driven

Used at times
Technical strongest

Partly unconscious

Partly consciousMore joined up thinking

Involving stakeholders

Improving application

FMECA and Fault Trees

All elementsVaryingDegree



Wordcloud poll

What would be your dream approach? 0 2 7

simplified
organisation intergration

more money
increase awareness

get out of silo's

flowcharteducate

digitize everything

bring in Zielinski!

Stakeholder's engaged

Resourced

Guidance

Clarity



Wordcloud poll

What do you need to make your dream your
reality?

0 2 8

resource
well managed data

scale based frameworks

opportunites

more timemore resource

more money

monitoring agencies

long term thinking

internal coordination

implement

guidelines

government mandate

communications

ability to communicate up

Time

Tell the value storyResources

Push risk-based approach

Plan

People & political skills

Opportunity

More hours in a day

Industry buy in

Guidance docs

Guidance

GIS databases
Council investment Commitment

Clear processes

Buy in from organisation

Accepted practice



Wordcloud poll

Who or what is most likely to interrupt you
when you’re on a Zoom call?

0 7 6

Kids
My cat

Cat
emails

Internet Connection

Dog

Alexi

the cat

phone call

The Boss

Hijo

Flatmates

work related calls coming

vistor to door

staff

probably my 2 cats

phone calls

pesky children

people

own video getting on

other work

my dog
my daughter

my clueless boyfriend

hopefully a cat

family

dog 🙂

dam emergency

coffee

Toddler

The wife

Tech headaches

Phone calls from Teams

People walking past

Other meetings and emailsOn Friday it was my son

My sassy golden retriever My partner haha.

My husbandMy guitar

My dog, Alma. 😄

My dog snoring by my feet

My Manager

Incoming messages

Food

Flatemates

Contractor phone query

Colleagues calling

Colleagues



Wordcloud poll

What would be your dream Zoom call location? 0 4 2

The beach
view of snowy mountain

victoria falls
tropical beach

sipping mojitos ona beach

outside in the sun
my bed

lake pukaki☺ 

hot tub on a beach

great barrier island

grand canyon

comfy pillow fort

beach

bach

a yacht in the islands

a tropical island

Tropical island

Top of tongariro/ mt cook

The Millenium Falcon

Sunny beach

Ski hut

Sailboat

Pie shop in Washdyke

Park Guell

On a beach in hawaii

On a beach in Fiji

Not the kids bedroom floo

Not Zoom

Mountain top

Moon
Matahina dam

Mars

Lake Kaniere

ISS

Hot tub on a Mtn.

Go MC Geo Hammer!

Edinburgh Castle Driving a Tesla

DOC Hut

Cobb Dam
Christchurch

By an open fire

Bora Bora

Backyard



Wordcloud poll

What are other ways we can improve? 0 2 5

safety education
regulated access

public education
more money

education in school

education at schools

education

design out the danger

ProsecutionOpen days

Consistency
CCTV on site



Open text poll

“What I know” about how systems thinking can
be used in dam safety
(1/3)

0 3 6

Share information

broader view of operations and risk

risk management

Identifying key areas of interaction

and areas to priorities

Break down

Understanding inter dependencies

between components at various

scales

understanding interdependencies to

assess failure modes

Crucial for dam safety risk

management

DSMS

Right governance

greater understanding of overall

risks and failure consequences of

dams

Holistic approach

All dam elements are

interconnected and play a part of

dam safety

identify failure

dam safety issue classification

can be used to cover (hopefully) 'all

the bases'

prioritize the needs



Open text poll

“What I know” about how systems thinking can
be used in dam safety
(2/3)

0 3 6

Risk approach with a focus on

hydrologic risks and how it affects

other risk attributes.

Climate change and inflows

Risk based common in Aussie.

Balance with standard based

systems

Elements of a DSMS

identifying failure modes

Failure mode assessment

All components must be used

Holistic approach to catchment

management including the dam

Holistic view

inputs from hydrological,

instrumentation etc

Must be used to make meaningful

assessments of dam safety

Failure modes

combination of slightly unusual

events leading to large failures

can look at all events, not just

extremes ones

Need to understand how the system

is meant to work, before figuring

out how it can fail

Understanding failure modes

Hazard and PFM ID'ing



Open text poll

“What I know” about how systems thinking can
be used in dam safety
(3/3)

0 3 6

very little

Downstream impacts



Wordcloud poll

What physical and human/organisational
components could exist in this dam system?

0 5 3

control system
Surveillance regime

Embankment

water quality

water demand from irrigators

user demand

te mana o te wai

spillway operation

shareholders

river system

reservoir inflow control

regulators

regional councils

public interaction
potential failure modes

operators

monitoring

managing tranfer of water in / out

hydrology

governance

equipment failure

Training

Seismic



Open text poll

“What I would like to know” about how systems
thinking can be used in dam safety

0 1 1

where to start, and how to get

business buy in

Differentiating safety from

reliability. A system can be reliable

but unsafe, it can also be safe but

unreliable.

Connections needed and who

involved in conversation

How it is incorporated into the

guidelines

Inter-relationships between risk

elements

How it can be scaled for different

assets and consequences

how to define useful lifespan

How systems can be streamlined

and produce a one stop shop for

team members

Where to draw the boundaries of

the system

What does it practically mean?

Guidance docs/tools

understanding key deficiencies



Wordcloud poll

What is Public Safety? 0 4 6

recreation
no harm

education Signage
Protecting people

Community
Awareness for water users

water awareness

social interfacing

sleeping easy safety in design
safe use of assetrisk awareness

protection of all interests

preventing harm or LOL

preventing harm

preventing damage

preventing access

prevent harm

liability

hazard communication

buoyed areas

balancing use with safetyawareness and education

Uneducated

Protection

EAP



Wordcloud poll

What is public safety? 0 2 3

Awareness
stopping people getting hurt

social license to operate

outreach

impact adversely

duty of care

critical to reputation

corporate image

communication

clear message/information

Systems approach

Super important

Publics' awareness

Public Awareness/Interaction

Protecting public

Protecting ppl from themselves

Protected from themselves

PSMS approach

Ongoing obligation

Lowest denominator

Education
2 way responsibility



Wordcloud poll

What stood out for you from this symposium? 0 4 9

public safety
climate change

systems approach

Pmp uncertainty

systems

stopbanks

PMP/PMF

whos paying for climate change??

we all pay for climate change!
variety of presenters

understanding risk

uncertainty regarding PMP

uncertainty

sytem analysis

saftey awarness

quaility presenters

my catlevees

growing recognition of levees/stop

great presentations

great key notesduty of care

dam systems are complex

conversation on systems thinking

control systems reliability

breadth of skills and knowledge

Safety

Risky activities

PSH a grid facility



Open text poll

Survey (1/4)

What are the main areas of advancement for NZ
dam practice or the main changes in NZ’s
dam/reservoir operational environment that
our industry may need to respond to?
(1/5)

0 2 0

Adoption of Risk Informed decsion

making by owners, and providing

effective guidance and frameworks

for this. The rapid growth in the

numbers of irrigation and

agricultural dams around the

country

which are changing the balance of

ownership of High and Medium PIC

dams in the country. So guidance

should be set out in ways which are

clear to those owners.

Climate change and changing

community/public expectations

Not sure, all the topics that been

brought up in this symposium are

relevant!



Open text poll

Survey (1/4)

What are the main areas of advancement for NZ
dam practice or the main changes in NZ’s
dam/reservoir operational environment that
our industry may need to respond to?
(2/5)

0 2 0

Dam Safety Regulations 2022.

Linkage between dam owners

Emergency Action Plans and

emergency services.

Climate change.

1. Integration with three waters bill.

2. Regulation of engineering

practice... getting the correct

'balance' of prescription and eng.

judgement.

Climate change.

Possible regulations.

Climate change

Dealing with extreme flood events

due to climate change. Dealing with

aging dams and understanding

vulnerabilities resulting therefrom,

ie how can we satisfy ourselves that

everything is ok within the



Open text poll

Survey (1/4)

What are the main areas of advancement for NZ
dam practice or the main changes in NZ’s
dam/reservoir operational environment that
our industry may need to respond to?
(3/5)

0 2 0

dam body whether it is concrete,

embankment or composite. Visual

inspection is very limited. Can be

guided by stable historic behaviour,

but is not a guarantee of future

behaviour.

Fish passage Climate change Public

safety

Changes to downstream

zoning/intensification

of development changing

PIC/responsibility

Climate change for design inflow

floods.

Consider risk-based approach dam

safety assessments to supplement

standards-based approaches.

Provide / mandate more rigorous

guidance / regulation on



Open text poll

Survey (1/4)

What are the main areas of advancement for NZ
dam practice or the main changes in NZ’s
dam/reservoir operational environment that
our industry may need to respond to?
(4/5)

0 2 0

emergency O&M procedures, e.g.,

devise robust emergency spillway

gate / downdrawn procedures

corresponding to rain / flood

forecasts.

Knowledge capture, scarcity of

qualified operation staff and the

ability to respond at a local level.

Many

dam owners are grappling with an

ageing field team with difficulty in

attracting new (and retaining) talent.

Community expectations

Broadening our focus to identify

how we may be able to better

support good practice for small

dams and stopbanks.

Litigation from flooding!

National guidance on



Open text poll

Survey (1/4)

What are the main areas of advancement for NZ
dam practice or the main changes in NZ’s
dam/reservoir operational environment that
our industry may need to respond to?
(5/5)

0 2 0

climate change adaptation for

implementation (not a weak/useless

overview statement but something

that can be implemented/agreed).

Climate change and adaptive dam

management

climate change and aging dams



Open text poll

Survey (2/4)

What do you think is a high priority to address
in the 2022-24 update of the NZ Dam Safety
Guidelines?
(1/10)

0 2 2

Not too many high prioritiy issues,

we should make sure the align with

new legislation. I think there is value

in either making sure that it is clear

hat the guidelines apply to all dams

(not just large ones) or to provide

guidance for dams that fall outside

DS regulations or are considerd

'small dams'.

Guidance for 'proportionate'

response/obligation for DSAP and

assessments and risk management

for NZs great number of smaller

dams or irrigation ponds. Its like the

most work had been done for large

and high pic dams especially for

high profile owners such as power

companies, but more help for the

likes of farmers and other industry

is also



Open text poll

Survey (2/4)

What do you think is a high priority to address
in the 2022-24 update of the NZ Dam Safety
Guidelines?
(2/10)

0 2 2

needed. The access and type of

training that can be offered to dam

owners (and their responsible

workers) who don't have the bulk of

a large corporate company behind

them to undertake 'proportionate'

level of training. There is still too

much complacency and NZ culture

of 'she'll be right mate'.

Potential failure modes, taking into

recent developments post Oroville.

Climate change impact on Inflow

Design Floods guidance. Review and

replace concept to pro-rata Inflow

Design Flood frequency between

1:10,000 AEP and PMF based on

Potential Loss of



Open text poll

Survey (2/4)

What do you think is a high priority to address
in the 2022-24 update of the NZ Dam Safety
Guidelines?
(3/10)

0 2 2

Life for High PIC dams. Given high

uncertainty in Potential Loss of Life

estimates and difficultly in assigning

a probability to the PMF, this

concept has no physical basis and

needs review.

Increase/improve the guidance

targeted at low PIC dams that do

not need to meet the same

standards/recommendations of

medium and high PIC dams.

1. Provide more guidance

around Tolerable Risk Criteria (TRC)

for qualitative and quantitative risk

assessment. Doing the risk

evaluation (estimate) is often the

'easy' task. In my exp. there can be a

lack



Open text poll

Survey (2/4)

What do you think is a high priority to address
in the 2022-24 update of the NZ Dam Safety
Guidelines?
(4/10)

0 2 2

(absence) of TRC in NZ

organisations.even relatively large

govt and companies. The the lack of

suitable 'goal posts' cause

challenges for the Risk Decision

Marker and can significantly slow

the risk evaluation and Treatment

options tasks. ORganisations and

departments within orgs sometimes

end up second

guessing the Decision duw to the

absence of clear decision making

process (incl TRC). Just my opinion.

2. Add more guidance on, and

practical lessons learnt on drafting

and enacting DSMS and EAP's. 3.

Strengthen / acknowledge

interaction with new 3 waters Bill.

Risks to dams under climate change

scenario is emerging issue.

More guidance on climate change



Open text poll

Survey (2/4)

What do you think is a high priority to address
in the 2022-24 update of the NZ Dam Safety
Guidelines?
(5/10)

0 2 2

and risk assessment processes.

Dam break assessments have

become an important part of

resource consent applications to

inform the level of hazard that

downstream residents and

infrastructure are exposed to.

Some greater guidance in the

Guidelines on presenting these

assessments in a public setting

would be useful eg is PLL an

appropriate tool for public

presentation.

Climate change and stop banks

Necessity for low level outlets and

how often they should be tested.

Emergency response (align with

CIMS, simplify



Open text poll

Survey (2/4)

What do you think is a high priority to address
in the 2022-24 update of the NZ Dam Safety
Guidelines?
(6/10)

0 2 2

contents suggestions etc) Dam

break analysis - include v-d

parameters Stability analysis and

seepage for earth dams

Better discussing around where the

DSG's sit with the DS Regs. Much

like what has been covered in this

symposium with the three

overlapping

circles. With the introduction of a

minimum standard (the DS Regs), I

think many people will view the

DSG's differently in the future.

Expand on guidance for small water

retaining structures such as weirs

and stormwater detention basins.

Provide guidance for owners /

practitioners to accommodate for

climate change



Open text poll

Survey (2/4)

What do you think is a high priority to address
in the 2022-24 update of the NZ Dam Safety
Guidelines?
(7/10)

0 2 2

in dams design and O&M. Provide

clear delineation, i.e., separate

guidence, between the

requirements of "large" dam

structures and e.g., "dry"

stormwater detention basin

structures.

Minimum freeboard review, making

the guidelines applicable to

unknown dam safe practices (e.g.

irrigation dams, ponds etc that are

not known

of) - aimed at owners that are not

able to use consultants to ensure

their structures are safe. Thinking of

things like vegetation control,

overflow design etc. Gate operation

and maintenance, especially

automated gate systems, and



Open text poll

Survey (2/4)

What do you think is a high priority to address
in the 2022-24 update of the NZ Dam Safety
Guidelines?
(8/10)

0 2 2

the possibility of unexpected gate

actuations due to conflicting or

malfunctioning systems. Guidance

advice on "fail safe" methods

Including design advice for

dams/fuseplugs that are intended

or designed to fail in a specific set of

conditions (e.g. emergency spillway

fuseplug) Saddle Dam

considerations - importance of not

overlooking saddle dams and advice

on

existing infrastructure/saddle dams

where documentation may be

scarce Multi-purpose / multiple

stakeholder storage / generation /

irrigation management

considerations, recommended

operating arrangements,

emergency action plans, cost



Open text poll

Survey (2/4)

What do you think is a high priority to address
in the 2022-24 update of the NZ Dam Safety
Guidelines?
(9/10)

0 2 2

and responsibility sharing Resource

Consent considerations (e.g.

ecological studies) and proactive

environmental behaviour or dam

owners. Sedimentation, fish pass

design, fish screen advice and best

practice.

How to undertake FMEA and dam

systems thinking

Systems approaches to dam and

reservoir safety.

Public safety around dams and

reservoirs.

Further guidance and best practice

updates to Dam Break

Consequences (Module 2) and

Emergency Preparedness (Module

6)

Ensuring intergovernmental,

community, business and insurance

sector agreement on future revised

flood



Open text poll

Survey (2/4)

What do you think is a high priority to address
in the 2022-24 update of the NZ Dam Safety
Guidelines?
(10/10)

0 2 2

management policy for an asset.

This is a significant challenge,

however ongoing inappropriate

planning in flood plain zones,

increased litigation, and effects of

climate change will dictate a change

in stakeholder agreement.

Clearer guidance for flood detention

dam design

Adaptive operational risk

management, climate change

PIC assessment particularly

treatment of itenerants. We are

finding this quite often is more

critical than permanent populations

provide an outline of what should be

in a Dam Safety Management Plan.



Open text poll

Survey (3/4)

Do you think NZ Society on Large Dams is still a
fitting name for our organisation, or do think
something that more closely reflects our
purpose and strategy could be helpful (e.g. to
advance practice for all dams, and to widen our
membership)?
(1/8)

0 2 6

Yes, I think it is still fitting. It aligns

with the forthcoming Dams

Regulation, which defines 'large

dams' for NZ, also with names of

comparable societies in other

countries - ICOLD, ANCOLD, JCOLD

etc. I think chosing a suitable name

that isn't extremely long and over

specific would

be a waste of effort, and and

unlikely to identify a 'perfect '

alternative. I think we'd be better to

stick with what we have and put he

effort into promoting the

stragegies. (I feel this is a little like

the Flag referenedum - not the real

priority)

I think the name (and acronym)

reads well and has built a good



Open text poll

Survey (3/4)

Do you think NZ Society on Large Dams is still a
fitting name for our organisation, or do think
something that more closely reflects our
purpose and strategy could be helpful (e.g. to
advance practice for all dams, and to widen our
membership)?
(2/8)

0 2 6

reputation, I think having a mission

statement or underlying phrase

would be adequate rather than a

total 're-brand'. I mean soon it may

even be changed for stopbanks and

levees so it doesn't need to change

now.

The name is still fitting, and links

with other

international offshoots of ICOLD.

No change in name recommended.

I do think a name change should be

considered as NZSOLD as an

acronym does not immediately

bring dams to mind.

Either 1. Keep NZSOLD and add a by

line (eg. Safer NZ dam systems!!)??



Open text poll

Survey (3/4)

Do you think NZ Society on Large Dams is still a
fitting name for our organisation, or do think
something that more closely reflects our
purpose and strategy could be helpful (e.g. to
advance practice for all dams, and to widen our
membership)?
(3/8)

0 2 6

Or 2. Change to "Dams New

Zealand" to align with Eng NZ, +/- by

line?

Change to include all dams, not just

large dams

Yes

NZ Committee on Large and Small

Dams - NZCOLASD NZ Committee

on All Dams - NZCOAD NZ

Committee on Dams - NZCOD

If ICOLD changes its name we

should consider following suit.

NZSOLD shouldn't change if ICOLD

and our peer organizations retain

their respective country names

aligned with ICOLD.

NZ society on dams, stop banks and

catchment systems

Established well known name,

would need to



Open text poll

Survey (3/4)

Do you think NZ Society on Large Dams is still a
fitting name for our organisation, or do think
something that more closely reflects our
purpose and strategy could be helpful (e.g. to
advance practice for all dams, and to widen our
membership)?
(4/8)

0 2 6

be convinced of the necessity for

change.

Would be open to a name change

emphasizing the focus on dam

engineering, dam safety etc and less

focused on 'large dams'. Does our

strategy include widening our

membership - I find its helpful for

organisations to have a clear

focus on a main activity and do this

well. The society should avoid trying

to be all things to all people. There

are other complementary societies

in NZ and we should also

support/engage with them

(Hydrological Society, Rivers Group

etc).

No. It is time to



Open text poll

Survey (3/4)

Do you think NZ Society on Large Dams is still a
fitting name for our organisation, or do think
something that more closely reflects our
purpose and strategy could be helpful (e.g. to
advance practice for all dams, and to widen our
membership)?
(5/8)

0 2 6

change it. We need to recognise that

our mandate now includes levees,

small dams, and wider system

thinking

still fitting

Much like ICOLD has steeping into

levees, there is no reasons NZSOLD

cant step outside its existing

'boundaries'. At the end of the day

however, I believe the focus and

primary drivers should still be

around the safety of large dam

structures, and hence the name

remains fitting.

The notion of "large" should be

dropped. In Australia, there are

many "short" stormwater detention

basins that



Open text poll

Survey (3/4)

Do you think NZ Society on Large Dams is still a
fitting name for our organisation, or do think
something that more closely reflects our
purpose and strategy could be helpful (e.g. to
advance practice for all dams, and to widen our
membership)?
(6/8)

0 2 6

have been placed in the high hazard

category that are obliged to follow

government regulatory

requirements.

NZ Society of Dams and

Embankments NZ Society of Water

Retention The League of Water

Geniuses

The name should be changed. The

name

as is currently doesn't cover the fact

the organization covers all practices

for sized dams, stopbanks or any

water retaining structure.

Support considering a name that

supports our modern context and

focus. Large dams has a

connotation that we aren't relevant

for small dams.



Open text poll

Survey (3/4)

Do you think NZ Society on Large Dams is still a
fitting name for our organisation, or do think
something that more closely reflects our
purpose and strategy could be helpful (e.g. to
advance practice for all dams, and to widen our
membership)?
(7/8)

0 2 6

Agree a rename and rebrand, follow

UK (British Dam Society - BDS), US

(US Society on Dams - USSD), or

Canada (Canadian Dam Association

- CDA).

I'm Australian, however it sounds

like the identification,

implementation and management

of flood levees and stopbanks is a

critical part

of NZ flood mitigation - these are

not large dams however when

combined form a significant

barrier/tool to manage flooding.

NZSOLD is classical and ties in with

the other ICOLD affiliated societies.

Changing the name is bit too trendy

and substance matters more than

style.



Open text poll

Survey (3/4)

Do you think NZ Society on Large Dams is still a
fitting name for our organisation, or do think
something that more closely reflects our
purpose and strategy could be helpful (e.g. to
advance practice for all dams, and to widen our
membership)?
(8/8)

0 2 6

If the intent is to widen the

membership - who is being targeted

and why (and a name change isn't

really part of this)?

Yes - we are society / community of

individuals with different

connections to dams, and the dams

are typically those meeting the

definition of a 'large dam' under the

Building Act.

Still fitting. Though good to see the

discussion today around stopbanks

as national level consistency on how

these are considered (and risks

communicated to the communities)

is required.

It is fine and consistent with other

names like ANCOLD

NZ Dam Society



Open text poll

Survey (4/4)

NZSOLD has historically focused on dams and
canals, and the NZSOLD Guidelines are not
intended for stopbanks. Do you think NZSOLD
should do more to include stopbanks in its
activities?
(1/6)

0 2 7

I don't think there is an imperitive to

do that, for NZSOLD but efforts to

align and support the other

organisations that do already work

in this area would be worthwhile (i.e

River Group).

Potentially, NZSOLD first needs to

engage with the LG sector to

understand where its involvement in

the stopbank space could add value

for NZers.

It could do, but it would be great to

focus on the update to DSG and

support the DS Regs. This would be

a few years down the track unless

additional resources can be found

to go further down this path eg can

MBIE help fund further/broadening

scope for NZSOLD?

No. Local expertise in stopbank

design, operation / maintenance



Open text poll

Survey (4/4)

NZSOLD has historically focused on dams and
canals, and the NZSOLD Guidelines are not
intended for stopbanks. Do you think NZSOLD
should do more to include stopbanks in its
activities?
(2/6)

0 2 7

are largely held by the Regional

Councils and engineering

consultants. Such organisations,

and the Rivers Group, should lead

guidance regarding stopbanks.

NZSOLD has enough on its plate.

The move towards a systems based

approach would suggest that

stopbanks should be included in the

dam safety guidelines.

Yes include stopbanks section(s)

Not at the expense of core NZSOLD

dam activities. Do stopbank owners

have time/energy to engage with

NZSOLD?

Yes! operating in this space, this

would be super helpful.

Yes would be good to see the

application of guidelines



Open text poll

Survey (4/4)

NZSOLD has historically focused on dams and
canals, and the NZSOLD Guidelines are not
intended for stopbanks. Do you think NZSOLD
should do more to include stopbanks in its
activities?
(3/6)

0 2 7

extend into this area and provide an

NZ context

You may also consider establishing

NZ Floodplain Management

Authority or Floodplain

Management Committee of NZ. If

you want to combine both dams

and stopbanks then my suggestion

is as follows: NZ Committee on

Dams and Stopbanks - NZCODS

No, the current level is appropriate

as the focus on large dams needs to

be where the volunteers who make

NZSOLD function need to put their

efforts.

Yes

Objectives of this would need to be

clear, as Peter Mulvihill outlined it is

a potential legal minefield.



Open text poll

Survey (4/4)

NZSOLD has historically focused on dams and
canals, and the NZSOLD Guidelines are not
intended for stopbanks. Do you think NZSOLD
should do more to include stopbanks in its
activities?
(4/6)

0 2 7

If we are going to think of dams and

levees as systems, then yes. Not to

double up on work by Rivers Group

though.

yes

Yes, greater collaboration with and

assistance to the River Managers

Forum would be appreciated by

them I'm sure

Yes, I think stopbanks can be part of

a dam system

Yes

It sounds like this is a good idea,

there will need to be some

guidelines somewhere and if not

under NZSOLD then where?

yes

Yes, however similar to stormwater

detention basins, a separate set of

guidelines must be



Open text poll

Survey (4/4)

NZSOLD has historically focused on dams and
canals, and the NZSOLD Guidelines are not
intended for stopbanks. Do you think NZSOLD
should do more to include stopbanks in its
activities?
(5/6)

0 2 7

provided. In NSW, Australia, flood

levees are not under the jurisdiction

of Dams Safety NSW (the State's

dam regulatory body). Although not

explicitly disclosed, the general

feeling is that regulating flood

levees is "too difficult" as owners

place less emphasis on the safety

management due

to limited funding and the notion of

"less significance" as compared to

major water supply dams. For some

levees, they are very long (> 10km)

and limited resources contribute to

poor O&M. Hence Dams Safety

NSW probably won't want additional

burden with high variability of risks.

Yes, and unintended/accidental

dams (e.g. road embankments)



Open text poll

Survey (4/4)

NZSOLD has historically focused on dams and
canals, and the NZSOLD Guidelines are not
intended for stopbanks. Do you think NZSOLD
should do more to include stopbanks in its
activities?
(6/6)

0 2 7

Yes, stopbanks have minimum

guidance in NZ.

Yes we could do more. NZ DSG

Module 3 states that while the

Building Act excludes stopbanks the

DSG should be considered for

stopbanks (which is good).

Yes but shouldn't become the

stopbanks guidelines, they should

be developed separately with

Regional Councils leading

The identification, implementation

and management of flood levees

and stopbanks is a critical part of NZ

flood mitigation - these are not large

dams however when combined

form a significant barrier/tool to

manage flooding.

Yes, noting that the Building Act

excludes stopbanks under its

definition of dam.



Open text poll

What are the main areas of advancement for NZ
dam practice or the main changes in NZ’s
dam/reservoir operational environment that
our industry may need to respond to?
(1/2)

0 1 0

Incorporating potential climate

change impacts into dam safety risk

assessment

How uncertainty is incorporated

into design. Definition of societal

tolerable risk thresholds. Adoption

of the MBIE Dam Safety Regulatory

framework (when passed).

Consistency in how stopbanks are

considered/designed within NZ

when no overarching guidance is

provided nationally.

NPS for freshwater management

Climate change and public safety

Dealing with aging infrastructure in

an age when design load conditions

are increasing - e.g. seismic loads

due to AF8 scenario and flood loads

due to climate change.

Public safety, hydrology for climate

change, procedures for upgrading

dams due to



Open text poll

What are the main areas of advancement for NZ
dam practice or the main changes in NZ’s
dam/reservoir operational environment that
our industry may need to respond to?
(2/2)

0 1 0

climate change (recognizing

benefits, costs and risk mitigation

for upgrading dam).

Communicating the multi-faceted

societal benefits

Risk based decision making. Often

difficult to adhere to standards

based approach for aged/existing

infrastructure. Especially for levels

of

practice above minimum

requirements (say DS Reg's) but

perhaps not directly inline with

suggested performance criteria in

DSG's.

Increased legal liability for users of

natural resources, ie. water.

Increased safety legislation due to

intensification of housing in

downstream locations.

Climate Change and Public Safety



Open text poll

What do you think is a high priority to address
in the 2022-24 update of the NZ Dam Safety
Guidelines?

0 0 5

Advanced support for risk analysis

Public safety around dams and

reservoirs

Updated commentary on interaction

between DS Regs and the DSG. The

overview provided during this

symposium (with the three

overlapping circles) is very useful. I

suspect there will be a

shift (of sorts) away from people

generally viewing the DSG's as a

standard. Because the minimum

standard will now actually exist

elsewhere (for certain parts of dam

safety anyway)

Consistency on PIC assessments,

particularly more explicit guidelines

on baseline floods, population at

risk and potential loss of life.

Cultural and societal impacts of

dam construction, ownership and

operation.



Open text poll

Do you think NZ Society on Large Dams is still a
fitting name for our organisation, or do think
something that more closely reflects our
purpose and strategy could be helpful (e.g. to
advance practice for all dams, and to widen our
membership)?
(1/2)

0 1 2

A shift away from the name "Large

Dams" to just "Dams" may be

helpful

Yes, if you change the name it won't

be consistent with all the others

round the world, e.g. ANCOLD,

ICOLD etc.

Looks right

I think the scope of the society

seems to be expanding with

regulation changes and may not be

inclusive of smaller dam owners.

Pretty archaic, not really limted to

large dams as such

Maybe once new regulations come

into effect, then that could be a

good pivot point to consider this

question

Yes NZSOLD is appropriate

Large dams in ICOLD



Open text poll

Do you think NZ Society on Large Dams is still a
fitting name for our organisation, or do think
something that more closely reflects our
purpose and strategy could be helpful (e.g. to
advance practice for all dams, and to widen our
membership)?
(2/2)

0 1 2

and NZ Building Act are not same.

Delete large.

New Zealand society on (all) dams

Support considering name change

that aligns with our modern context

and member diversity. Large dams

is an unhelpful connotation at times.

NZ Dam Society?

I think it's fine



Multiple-choice poll

In terms of breaching and sudden release of
water, which embankment elements do you
think pose the biggest risk* to downstream or
adjacent communities? (* consider likelihood
and consequence)

0 8 2

A. Dams
11 %

B. Stopbanks
84 %

C. Unsure
5 %


